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Abstract
1

Medical outcomes are strongly affected by placebo and nocebo effects. Prediction of who responds to

2

such expectation effects has proven to be challenging. Most recent approaches to prediction have

3

focused on placebo effects in the context of previous treatment experiences and expectancies, or

4

personality traits. However, a recent model has suggested that basic somatosensory characteristics play

5

an important role in expectation responses. Consequently, this study investigated not only the role of

6

psychological variables, but also of basic somatosensory characteristics. In this study, 624 participants

7

underwent a placebo and nocebo heat pain paradigm. Additionally, individual psychological and

8

somatosensory characteristics were assessed. While no significant correlations for placebo responses

9

were identified, nocebo responses were correlated with personality traits (e.g. neuroticism) and

10

somatosensory characteristics (e.g. thermal pain threshold). Importantly, the correlations between

11

somatosensory characteristics and nocebo responses were among the strongest. This study shows that

12

apart from personality traits, basic somatosensory characteristics play an important role in individual

13

nocebo responses, in agreement with the novel idea that nocebo responses result from the integration of

14

top-down expectation and bottom-up sensory information.

2
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15

Introduction

16

Pain is a multi-faceted phenomenon, with a large prevalence as a clinical symptom 1, substantial impact

17

on quality of life and high societal costs 2. As with most subjective clinical symptoms, expectations

18

substantially shape pain. Implicit and explicit expectations can arise from sources as diverse as previous

19

symptom experiences, verbal information or suggestions, or social observation 3. In the case of pain, this

20

has been demonstrated by effects on subjective ratings 4, in pain-related neuronal changes in the brain

21

and in the spinal cord 5,6. Expectation-based positive treatment effects are commonly referred to as

22

placebo effects, whereas negative effects (such as worsening of the outcome or the occurrence of side

23

effects) are referred to as nocebo effects 3,7. They substantially influence treatment success 8 and the

24

occurrence of adverse side effects 9. Consequently, placebo and nocebo effects significantly shape

25

patients’ everyday experiences with medical treatments making them an integral part of the treatment

26

itself.

27

Even for established treatments, experiences based on conditioning processes as well as explicit

28

expectations have been shown to substantially contribute to therapeutic outcome 9. For example, the

29

disclosure of possible side effects of a treatment already generates a nocebo expectation which can have

30

negative consequences on the treatment outcome 10. However, the impact of placebo and especially

31

nocebo effects is ostensibly underestimated 4. Consequently, studying the essential psychophysiological

32

mechanisms and individual psychological and physiological foundations represents a major scientific and

33

clinical objective. Moreover, the identification of key parameters determining placebo and nocebo

34

responses can pave the way for individualized treatment optimization and minimizing expectation-based

35

responses in clinical trials 4.

36

Overarching concepts like the biopsychosocial model 11 have been applied to expectation effects 12,13 and

37

emphasize the role of multiple classes of characteristics in their genesis. For example, the experience of

38

pain would not only be affected by a patient’s illness itself and individual factors (e.g. personality, coping

39

style), but also by physiological characteristics (e.g. nervous system makeup) and the social context (e.g.

40

reinforcement or rejection). In the scope of this experimental study, both biological and psychological

41

determinants were considered.

42

To date, possible correlations of placebo and nocebo effects with individual characteristics have been

43

investigated mainly in the psychological domain, especially with a focus on personality traits. For example,

44

previous studies have identified dispositional optimism 14,15, low state anxiety 15, openness 16,

45

interoceptive awareness 16, extraversion 15, and reward sensitivity associated traits such as novelty

46

seeking and behavioral drive 17 as predictors for placebo effect responders. Regarding predictors for

47

nocebo responses, a relationship with dispositional pessimism 14, and neuroticism 18 has been reported. In

48

general, placebo effects have received far more attention than nocebo effects 7, including recent studies

49

involving large cohorts 19,20. However, the importance of nocebo effects for quality of life, medication
3
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50

adherence and ultimately treatment success are being increasingly acknowledged 21. In addition to

51

personality traits, other features probably also play a role in the individual’s disposition for placebo and

52

nocebo effects, such as cognitive factors like attention, which have been shown to interfere with pain

53

processing 22,23. In a novel framework, we highlighted the importance of the integration of expectation

54

and sensory information to form a pain percept in the context of expectancy effects 24. This notion has

55

received conceptual 25 and experimental support 26 and implies that individual somatosensory

56

characteristics such as pain thresholds also influence placebo and nocebo effects.

57

Based on these premises, we conducted a study investigating placebo and nocebo effects on pain, and

58

their relation to psychological traits, cognitive factors, and more importantly, somatosensory

59

characteristics in a large sample of healthy participants.

60
61

Results

62

The aim of this study was to identify associations of placebo and nocebo effects with individual

63

characteristics. In a first step, we tested for placebo and nocebo responses using paired t-tests and

64

repeated measures ANOVA. The pairwise t-tests comparing sham treatment and control conditions

65

revealed significant effects for placebo expectation (1.1% mean pain relief [95% CI, 0.1 to 2.0], p = 0.028),

66

placebo conditioning (3.3% mean pain relief [95% CI, 2.4 to 4.3], p < 0.001), nocebo expectation (7.2%

67

mean pain increase [95% CI, 5.9 to 8.6], p < 0.001), and nocebo conditioning (11.9% mean pain increase

68

[95% CI, 10.4 to 13.4], p < 0.001). The repeated measures ANOVA revealed that nocebo effects were

69

significantly stronger than placebo effects (F(1,2400) = 30.7, p < 0.001), independent of conditioning.

70

Conditioning enhanced placebo and nocebo effects compared to manipulating expectation alone

71

(F(1,2400) = 7.6, p = 0.006). Figure 1A illustrates the main effects.

72

To identify associations between placebo and nocebo effects and individual characteristics, a regression

73

analysis method that performs both variable selection and regularization (LASSO) was employed in order

74

to enhance the prediction accuracy and thereby increasing interpretability of the results. LASSO was

75

iterated 1000 times to ensure stable results and to estimate standard deviations of coefficients. Figure 1B

76

illustrates the mean coefficients of the ten strongest predictors with standard deviations. No associations

77

with individual characteristics were determined for placebo expectation. For all other modalities, several

78

predictors were identified: in placebo conditioning several principal components were selected

79

inconsistently (35% of iterations), while in both nocebo modalities, several principal components were

80

selected very consistently (close to 100% of iterations; see Supplement Fig. S1 for detailed selection

81

rates). For placebo conditioning 0.2% of the variance was explained (R² = 0.002 [SD 0.003]). In contrast,

82

for nocebo expectancy 8.8% of variance was explained (R² = 0.088 [SD 0.002]) and for nocebo

83

conditioning more than 10% of the variance was explained (R² = 0.101 [SD 0.002]) by the model.

4
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84

Three of the six quantitative sensory test (QST) principal components showed strong associations with

85

nocebo responses: Higher thermal pain thresholds (QST1) and higher mechanical pain thresholds (QST2)

86

were associated with higher nocebo responses in both nocebo modalities. Furthermore, regarding nocebo

87

expectation, lower detection thresholds (QST3) were associated with higher nocebo responses.

88

In addition to QST variables, sex was related to both nocebo modalities: Women showed larger nocebo

89

responses than men. With regard to personality traits, higher action orientation during successful

90

performance of activities (ACS2) was associated with higher nocebo responses in both nocebo modalities.

91

Higher neuroticism scores (EPQ2) were also associated with higher nocebo responses in both nocebo

92

modalities and with lower placebo responses in placebo conditioning. Moreover, higher cooperativeness

93

and reward dependence (TCI2) and lower extraversion (EPQ3) were associated with higher nocebo

94

responses in nocebo conditioning.

95

Working memory performance (n-back1) correlated with nocebo responses in both nocebo modalities,

96

i.e. participants performing better in the more difficult task were more susceptible to nocebo responses.

97

Moreover, higher distractibility from pain due to working memory load (n-back hypoalgesia) was

98

associated with higher nocebo responses. For individual nocebo responses, control ratings and treatment

99

ratings for the ten highest correlated principal components, see Supplement Figure S2.

5
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100
101

Fig. 1: Main effects and LASSO analysis. (A) Group mean of placebo and nocebo effects (difference

102

between sham treatment and control). The colored dots on the left represent raw jittered data of

103

individual participants. The half-violin plots on the right represent the distribution of the data. The black

104

dot represents the group mean and the error bars represent the standard deviation. The figure is color-

105

coded for: Placebo Expectation (PE), Placebo Conditioning (PE+C), Nocebo Expectation (NE), Nocebo

106

Conditioning (NE+C). (B) LASSO results. The stacked bar plots display the ten best LASSO coefficients for

107

each modality with standard deviations of 1000 iterations. Variables are ordered by variable subgroup

108

and within these subgroups ranked by summed overall coefficients.
6
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109

Discussion

110

This large sample study investigated associations of a wide set of individual characteristics with placebo

111

and nocebo responses in pain. We replicated correlations between nocebo responses and certain

112

previously reported personality traits such as neuroticism 18, extraversion 33 and reward processing 17.

113

Furthermore, we observed a connection of distraction-induced hypoalgesia and nocebo effects. More

114

importantly, we observed a significant correlation between nocebo effects and basic somatosensory traits

115

as revealed by quantitative sensory testing. The latter result indicates that individual somatosensory

116

characteristics are as important as psychological traits in determining expectation-dependent pain

117

modulation.

118

Treatment experience as implemented through conditioning enhanced both placebo and nocebo

119

responses. This result replicates meta-analyses 34,35, highlighting the importance of personal experience in

120

the clinical setting 19,36. In clinical practice, patients usually experience repeated treatments and based on

121

the success of previous treatments, form a conscious or unconscious expectation for the current

122

treatment 36.

123

Concerning the associations of individual characteristics with placebo and nocebo responses, mainly

124

associations between nocebo responses and individual characteristics were identified. Several

125

correlations with individual characteristics were significant for both nocebo effects (nocebo expectancy

126

and nocebo expectancy plus conditioning). Most importantly, our data showed that basic sensory traits

127

are associated with nocebo responses. Nocebo responses decreased with thermal detection thresholds

128

(QST3), indicating that individuals with a more sensitive thermoception are more susceptible to negative

129

expectations. A possible mechanism is attentiveness: Individuals with lower thermal detection threshold

130

might have been more attentive during threshold estimation and therefore responded faster (yielding a

131

lower threshold). The same individuals might have been also more attentive during nocebo instructions

132

and therefore developed greater expectations and experienced greater nocebo effects.

133

Furthermore, nocebo responses were positively correlated with thermal pain thresholds (QST1) and

134

mechanical pain thresholds (QST2) revealing that individuals with a higher pain threshold are influenced

135

more strongly by negative treatment expectations. Under the assumption that individuals with a higher

136

pain threshold need more nociceptive input to experience pain, the larger nocebo responses could be

137

related to less precise processing of nociceptive information. A previously introduced Bayesian framework

138

of how expectations can influence pain 24,25 considers pain perception as the integration of prior

139

knowledge (e.g. pain expectations and experiences) and incoming nociceptive information, which forms

140

and updates the actual pain perception. According to this framework, the precision of nociception

141

determines its relative contribution to actual pain perception: If the precision of nociceptive information

142

is lower compared to the precision of the expectation (prior), the expectation gains more weight in the

143

final perception. In other words: less precise nociception gives room for a stronger effect of expectations
7
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144

and thus a stronger nocebo response (see Supplement Fig. S3 for an illustration). This finding is important,

145

as it can help clinicians to reduce possible side effects by assessing the somatosensory characteristics in

146

patients. Furthermore, the knowledge of these predictors allows to minimize these effects in randomized

147

control trials, increasing assay sensitivity.

148

Research to identify associations of personality traits with placebo and nocebo responses reaches back

149

decades 37. However, it has been criticized based on whether context dependency allows unambiguous

150

results 38. Only replications across different contexts (e.g., experiments) allow to conclude some degree of

151

context independence. Our data replicated several personality traits which have been associated with

152

nocebo effects before, namely neuroticism 18 and reward sensitivity 17, making contextual effects less

153

likely. In particular, our data shows that higher neuroticism (EPQ2) predicted nocebo responses, which

154

matches the finding of Davis and colleagues 18 that higher neuroticism scores are related to greater

155

nocebo responses. We did not observe the previously reported association of placebo and nocebo

156

responses with dispositional optimism 14,15. Nevertheless, neuroticism is often moderately correlated with

157

optimism 39, which could explain why some studies identify optimism and others neuroticism as

158

predictors. Moreover, a correlation of lower extraversion and conditioned nocebo responses was

159

identified, which is consistent with other nocebo and placebo findings 33.

160

Furthermore, nocebo responses were partially predicted by cooperativeness and reward dependence

161

(TCI2), and action orientation during successful performance of activities (ACS2). The latter trait is related

162

to self-regulation which has been identified as an important mechanism in expectation-based pain

163

modulation 16. Importantly, both traits are connected to reward: cooperativeness and reward

164

dependence entail social reward, whereas action orientation during successful performance of activities

165

describes being absorbed into an action and therefore the intrinsic reward of an action itself. These

166

results support the notion by Schweinhardt and colleagues 17, who postulated a relationship between

167

placebo responsiveness and reward sensitivity associated personality traits.

168

The correlation of sex and nocebo responses was among the strongest, with women showing greater

169

nocebo responses than men. This is in line with a meta-analysis covering six experimental nocebo studies

170

40

171

experimenters were all female. As individual pain experience is influenced by the experimenter’s sex 41,

172

future studies should further investigate the interaction of the participant’s and the experimenter’s sex on

173

placebo and nocebo effects. In line with this and with our own results, a recent study demonstrated that

174

participants reported more side effects if a person from the same gender was present 42.

175

Nocebo responses were correlated with cognitive load induced hypoalgesia: Participants who experienced

176

less pain while involved in a demanding working memory task showed greater nocebo responses. While

177

Buhle and colleagues 22 found evidence for a dissociation of distraction and placebo expectation as pain

178

modulators, our data suggests that at least for nocebo effects these two processes might be associated

. However, it should be noted that in our study and in at least four out of six studies of the meta-analysis

8
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179

with each other. Nocebo responses were also predicted by better performances in the more difficult 2-

180

back working memory task. Therefore, individuals who performed better and experienced less pain during

181

the task, showed greater nocebo responses in the experiment. A possible mechanism is that these

182

individuals might be generally more prone to externally initiated pain modulation.

183

The strength of this study is the large number of analyzed participants as well as the comprehensive set of

184

characteristics that were investigated for correlations with placebo and nocebo effects. However, this

185

study also has several limitations. First, to prevent unnecessary variance between participants, we used a

186

fixed experimental order for all participants. Therefore, carry-over effects can occur. Second, the average

187

placebo effects of 1 to 3 VAS points observed in this study are small, yet within the range of previously

188

reported studies 34,35. Nevertheless, the methodology employed here has repeatedly proven successful in

189

inducing placebo effects in the past 5,26,43. . Nevertheless, other studies of comparable sample size have

190

reported larger placebo effects 19,20. It is therefore possible that the correlation analysis for nocebo

191

responses was more successful because of the higher effect sizes. Third, the assumptions regarding the

192

association of trait variables and outcomes are comparatively basic, and we did not consider more

193

complex psychological process models recently applied to expectation effect research, such as the

194

Elaboration Likelihood Model of persuasion 44. Relatedly, expectations themselves were not assessed

195

despite conceptual merit 45, while empirical merit is more ambiguous 19,46. Here, we opted against

196

querying expectation ratings due to the risk of amplifying demand characteristics and carry-over effects

197

inherent in a cross-over design 47.

198

Nocebo mechanisms are an important cause for unspecific side effects. Therefore, it is very important to

199

pinpoint individual characteristics that are associated with nocebo effects and help individualize

200

treatment options. This large study replicated certain personality traits and more importantly, identified

201

additional non-psychological, somatosensory characteristics as predictors for nocebo effects. Hence,

202

conducting selective quantitative assessments of sensory systems in addition to more traditional

203

psychological assessments could help to identify likely nocebo responders in order to improve accuracy in

204

clinical trials and optimize patient treatment. Moreover, the identification of somatosensory

205

characteristics as nocebo predictors highlights the importance of individual psychophysical parameters in

206

a process that has previously been regarded as exclusively psychological in nature.

207
208

Material and Methods

209

Study design

210

In this experimental study, a cross-over design was employed to test placebo and nocebo effects in the

211

form of heat pain hypoalgesia or hyperalgesia. These primary outcomes were used to identify

212

psychological and somatosensory characteristics. Data collection was performed at the University Medical

9
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213

Center Hamburg-Eppendorf. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical Board

214

Hamburg, Germany.

215

Participants

216

The sample consisted of 720 healthy participants assessed exclusively for this project. The data was

217

collected from March 2013 to September 2016. Participants gave written informed consent. All

218

participants were fluent German speakers and reported no acute or chronic diseases, no pain medication

219

intake during the last 24 hours, and no damaged skin on either forearm. All participants underwent the

220

same protocol (described in detail in the next paragraphs): They underwent an established placebo and

221

nocebo paradigm 5,6, filled out a set of questionnaires, completed a quantitative sensory testing (QST) 27

222

and performed a working memory paradigm with co-occurring pain stimuli 23. The experiment lasted for

223

seven hours with a one-hour lunch break. Two participants were investigated at the same time supervised

224

by the experimenter. Participants received €100 as a compensation for their attendance. All participants

225

were debriefed after the experiment and given the opportunity to withdraw their data. No participant

226

withdrew their data. The experiment was performed by two female study psychologists. Both received a

227

2-day formal training in QST. The first experimenter tested 310 participants, the second experimenter

228

tested 410 participants. In all analyses, experimenter was used as a covariate to control for possible

229

experimenter effects. As participants had to complete a high number of questionnaires and tasks at the

230

computer, certain criteria were defined to identify careless responders that should be excluded. To

231

identify these careless responders, the individual data was scanned for conspicuous patterns in the

232

questionnaires 28, tasks, and the placebo and nocebo paradigm (i.e. giving different answers to very

233

similar questions or giving the same answer for more than 80 times in a row). These criteria led to the

234

exclusion of 96 participants, resulting in a final sample of 624 participants (373 female, mean 24.6 [SD 3.6]

235

years, range: 18-35) who were included in the data analysis. For detailed exclusion criteria see

236

Supplement Table S1. Detailed sample characteristics are provided in the Supplement Table S2.

237

Pain stimulation

238

Pain was evoked via a contact heat thermode (ATS-Thermode, Medoc LTD Advanced Medical Systems,

239

Rimat Yishai, Israel). The contact area (30x30mm) was attached to skin sites on the volar forearm.

240

Baseline temperature was set to 32°C and painful stimuli ranged from 42 to 48°C. The heat stimuli

241

duration was 10s with a rise and fall rate of 8°C/s. Figure 2 illustrates an experimental trial as it was used

242

during calibration and test. At first, participants watched a black screen with a white cross. As soon as the

243

white cross turned red, the heat stimuli began. Afterwards participants were asked to rate perceived pain

244

on a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from 0 (“no pain”) to 100 (“unbearable pain”) using keyboard arrow

245

keys and confirming their rating with enter.

246
10
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247
Fig. 2: Pain stimulation during one experimental trial. Every experimental trial started with an anticipation
phase of 20s during which participants saw a white fixation cross. Afterwards, a red fixation cross
appeared indicating the pain stimulation. The red fixation cross was shown for 15s, while the actual pain
stimulation lasted for 10s. The pain stimulation was followed by the VAS pain rating.
248

Pain calibration

249

Heat levels were individually calibrated for each participant to achieve the same subjective aversive pain

250

experience across participants. Temperatures were individually calibrated to match VAS40 and VAS80

251

using a stepwise procedure of 6 trials to approach a temperature which matched the chosen VAS rating.

252

The mean of the VAS40 and VAS80 temperatures was used as the temperature for VAS60 stimuli. The

253

calibrated mean temperature (±SD) for VAS40 was 44.8±1.3°C, for VAS60 45.7±1.1°C and for VAS80

254

46.7±1.1°C.

255

Experimental Protocol

256

The following paragraphs will further explain the experimental protocol. The placebo and nocebo

257

paradigm is illustrated in Figure 3A and Figure 3B.

11
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258
259

Fig. 3: Placebo and nocebo paradigm. (A) Ointments and marked skin areas. For experimental block 1 and

260

2, a placebo ointment (“Lidocaine”) and a control ointment were introduced. It was explained that

261

“Lidocaine” would exert an analgesic effect. Four skin areas were marked on one forearm of the

262

participants. The skin areas were color-coded for “Lidocaine” and control treatment. For experimental

263

block 1 and the conditioning part of experimental block 2, one control area and one placebo area were

264

used, whereas the second phase (“test”) in experimental block 2 was performed on the remaining two

265

skin areas on the same forearm. For experimental block 3 and 4, the nocebo ointment (“Capsaicin”) was

266

introduced to the participants, as a treatment with a hyperalgesic effect. Four skin areas were marked on

267

the other forearm. For experimental block 3 and the conditioning part experimental block 4, one control

268

area and one nocebo area were used. Afterwards, the second phase (“test”) of experimental block 4 was

269

performed at another nocebo area and control area. The order of the left and right arm and the position

270

of placebo, nocebo and control were counterbalanced across participants. (B) Placebo and nocebo

271

paradigm. In experimental block 1, placebo expectation (PE) effects were tested: Participants were

272

exposed to two times eight heat stimuli, which were calibrated to match 60 on a 0 to 100 VAS (VAS60). In

273

experimental block 2, placebo conditioning (PC) effects were tested. Therefore, participants were first

274

conditioned (VAS80 stimuli for control skin area and VAS40 for placebo skin area) on the previous skin

275

areas, and then tested again with VAS60 on the remaining two skin areas. Afterwards participants were

276

introduced to the nocebo treatment and experimental block 3 and 4 were performed in the same manner

277

as experimental block 1 and 2, except that the nocebo skin area was conditioned with VAS80 and the

278

control skin area was conditioned with VAS40, respectively. The overall order of the blocks was fixed for

279

all participants, while the order of treatment (placebo or nocebo) and control was counterbalanced across

280

participants.

281

Experimental Introduction

282

Two participants arrived in the morning and were individually interviewed for any chronic or recent

283

health issues, informed about the pain experiment and gave written informed consent. In the

284

experimental room, participants were seated at two tables, separated by a room divider. The
12
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285

experimenter informed them about the alleged purpose of the study that was to examine associations of

286

pain perception and personality, cognitive abilities, and skin sensitivity in the context of two different

287

treatments. To further explain the two treatments, three different ointments were introduced. The first

288

ointment was introduced as a lidocaine ointment that anesthetizes the skin and therefore decreases pain

289

perception. The second ointment was introduced as a capsaicin ointment that irritates the skin and

290

therefore increases pain perception. The third ointment was introduced as a control ointment that is

291

neutral and has no effect on pain perception. Unbeknown to the participant, all ointments were identical

292

and free of any active ingredient. The first ointment will further be called placebo ointment, the second

293

ointment will further be called nocebo ointment and the third ointment will further be called control

294

ointment. The participants were tested interleaved: When one participant was tested in the placebo- and

295

nocebo paradigm, the other participant was answering questionnaires.

296

Block 1 – Placebo Expectation

297

As illustrated in Figure 3A, four areas were marked on the inner forearm of the first participant. The

298

placebo ointment was applied on two adjacent areas and the control ointment was applied on the other

299

two areas. Left and right forearm as well as upper and lower forearm was randomized across participants.

300

To give the ointment some time to “soak in”, temperatures were now calibrated on another skin area at

301

the same forearm, as explained above. Now, the placebo effect based on pure expectation (by verbal

302

suggestion) was assessed. The participant rated eight medium VAS60 stimuli on placebo-treated skin area

303

(placebo condition) and eight medium VAS60 stimuli on a control skin area (control condition).

304

Quantitative sensory testing

305

Next, QST was performed according to the protocol of the German Research Network on Neuropathic

306

Pain 27 by QST-certified personnel. The following measures were assessed: cold detection threshold, warm

307

detection threshold, cold pain threshold, heat pain threshold, mechanical detection threshold,

308

mechanical pain threshold, dynamic mechanical allodynia, temporal pain summation (“Wind-up”),

309

vibration detection threshold, and pressure pain threshold. For further details see the comprehensive

310

protocol for clinical trials 27.

311

Block 2 – Placebo Expectation plus Conditioning

312

Now the second part of the placebo paradigm commenced. First, the conditioning procedure was

313

performed: On the previously examined skin areas (in block 1), eight stimuli were applied and rated.

314

Unbeknownst to the participant, the placebo-treated skin area was exposed to eight less painful VAS40

315

stimuli to let them experience the effectiveness of the allegedly analgesic ointment, while the control skin

316

area was exposed to eight more painful VAS80 stimuli. Afterwards, the placebo effect was assessed using
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317

the remaining skin areas and applying eight VAS60 stimuli on both, the placebo-treated and control-

318

treated skin area (identical to block 1).

319

Block 3 – Nocebo Expectation

320

After a one-hour individual lunch break, participants were further introduced to the “pain enhancing”

321

(nocebo) ointment. The nocebo ointment and the control ointment were applied to either two marked

322

areas on the other forearm. The participants answered questionnaires while the ointment “soaked in” for

323

five minutes. Afterwards, they were assessed for the nocebo effect based on pure expectation (by verbal

324

suggestion). The participant rated eight medium VAS60 stimuli on a nocebo-treated skin area (nocebo

325

condition) and eight medium VAS60 stimuli on a control skin area (control condition).

326

Working memory paradigm

327

At some point during the alternating experimental tasks [or add the precise point, I don’t think it matters

328

that much], either participant underwent the working memory paradigm. Working memory capacity and

329

distraction induced hypoalgesia were assessed by a working memory paradigm using an n-back task

330

The task is illustrated in Figure 4. The participants’ task was to concentrate on a stream of letters, which

331

were presented successively in the middle of the screen. For the basic level (“1-back”), the participant had

332

to respond as fast as possible whenever one letter was the same as the letter shown before, as indicated

333

with a red circle in Figure 4 on the left side. For the advanced level (“2-back”), the participant had to react

334

as fast as possible whenever the letter was the same as the one before the last letter, as indicated with a

335

red circle in Figure 4 on the right side. One block consisted of 15 successively presented letters. While the

336

participant was involved in the task, a heat pain stimulus calibrated to match VAS60 was applied at the

337

participants forearm for each block and afterwards rated on a 0 to 100 VAS scale. Hit rates, false alarm

338

rates, error rates, reaction times and VAS ratings were recorded. We analyzed the difference scores of “2-

339

back” minus “1-back”, as this contrasts high working memory load to low working memory load.

23
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340
341

Fig. 4: Working Memory Paradigm „n-back”. The upper left part illustrates the easier version of the

342

working memory paradigm (“1-back”). The participant watched a stream of letters and had to respond

343

when the same letter is presented two times in a row, as indicated by the red circle. The upper right part

344

illustrates the more difficult version of the working memory paradigm (“2-back”). The participant watched

345

a stream of letters and had to respond when the letter was the same as the one before the last letter, as

346

indicated by the red circle. While the participant was involved in the task, a heat pain was applied on the

347

forearm, and the participants rated their heat pain experience after each block on a visual analogue scale.

348

Block 4 – Nocebo Expectation plus Conditioning

349

Now the second part of the nocebo paradigm commenced As in block 2, an additional conditioning was

350

introduced: On the previously examined skin areas (in block 3), eight stimuli were applied and rated.

351

Unbeknown to the participant who believed that the temperatures remained unchanged, the nocebo-

352

treated skin area was exposed to eight more painful VAS80 stimuli to let them experience the

353

effectiveness of the allegedly sensitizing ointment, while the control skin area was exposed to eight

354

VAS40 stimuli. Afterwards, the nocebo effect was assessed using different skin areas and applying eight

355

VAS60 stimuli on both, the nocebo-treated and control-treated skin area (identical to block 3). The

356

difference of these ratings was considered as the nocebo effect base on expectation plus conditioning.
15
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357

After the nocebo paradigm was completed participants were fully informed about the actual purpose of

358

the study.

359

Questionnaires and additional secondary assessments

360

Questionnaires were answered whenever the participant was not directly involved in the placebo/nocebo

361

paradigm, QST, or the working memory paradigm. The following questionnaires were assessed: Action

362

Control Scale 90 (ACS-90), Anxiety Sensitivity-Index3 (ASI), Beliefs about Medicines Questionnaires (BMQ),

363

Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ), Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale

364

(CES-D-Scale), Defensive Pessimism Questionnaire (DPQ), Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ),

365

German Extended Personal Attributes Questionnaire (GEPAQ), General Competence Expectancy Test

366

(GKE), Internality, Powerful Other and Chance Scale (IPC), Life-Orientation-Test (LOT), Pain

367

Catastrophizing Scale (PCS), Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire (PVAQ), Symptom Checklist 90

368

(SCL 90), Social Desirability Scale-17 (SDS-17), State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), Temperament

369

Character Inventory (TCI). Additionally, sex, age, and body mass index (BMI) were assessed.

370

Placebo and Nocebo Effect Estimation

371

Placebo and nocebo were defined as the difference in pain ratings between control ratings and (sham)

372

treatment ratings. Placebo effects were defined as control ratings minus placebo ratings (for identical

373

VAS60 stimuli), while nocebo effects were defined as nocebo ratings minus control ratings, leading to

374

positively coded effects in placebo and nocebo blocks. This within-participant design allowed for an

375

estimation of placebo and nocebo effects for each participant, which enabled us to identify associations

376

of placebo and nocebo effects with individual traits.

377

Placebo and nocebo effects are expectancy driven. These expectations can be shaped by verbal

378

suggestions and conditioning, whereas conditioning seems to strengthen verbally suggested expectancy

379

29–31

380

suggestions and by classical conditioning.

381

The order of the experimental blocks was identical for all participants, as the aim of this study was the

382

identification of predictors for placebo and nocebo effects. Moreover, because of learning effects, the

383

order of pure expectation effects and expectation effects plus conditioning could not be changed.

384

Although a fixed order confounds the relative difference between placebo and nocebo effects with time

385

of test (morning vs afternoon), it also reduces the variance across participants, and thus can increase the

386

statistical power to identify associations with individual characteristics.

387

Statistical analysis

388

To account for collinearity within domains and increase interpretability, measures were restructured

389

using principal component analyses (R package “psych”, version 1.7.8). These were calculated for QST, the

. Consequently, we tested placebo and nocebo effects by pure expectation induced by verbal
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390

cognitive task and the individual questionnaires (using the questionnaire scales). The number of principal

391

components in each domain was chosen as to explain at least 70% of the total variance. This procedure

392

reduced the number of predictors from 75 to 46. All variables and components were rescaled and

393

centered. Principal components were characterized according to the subscales providing the highest

394

loading. An illustration of all individual loadings of the constructed principal components with the original

395

variables can be found in Supplement Figure S4.

396

Our experimental aim was to identify associations of placebo and nocebo effects with individual

397

characteristics. To prove a successful induction of placebo and nocebo effects, we tested the placebo and

398

nocebo ratings effects using repeated measures ANOVA and paired sample t-tests.

399

To examine associations of individual characteristics with placebo and nocebo effects, a regularized

400

regression analysis with variable selection (LASSO; least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) 32 was

401

employed. LASSO minimizes the residual sum of squares by imposing a penalty (regularization) and

402

therefore reduces correlated coefficient values towards zero 32, which enhances the prediction accuracy

403

and interpretability of the predictors. This penalty for correlated variables was beneficial to our set of

404

principal components, as they could still be correlate given that the PCA was performed within each

405

questionnaire, QST and working memory paradigm. For an intercorrelation analysis of the principal

406

components see Supplement Figure S5. As a result, LASSO obtained a subset of the original characteristics

407

which has the advantage of higher prediction accuracy and better interpretability compared to a non-

408

regularized regression model 32. LASSO was performed using the R-package “glmnet”, version 2.0-13.

409

Missing data was imputed in each iteration, and results were cross-validated. Because of the imputation

410

of missing data and the cross-validation, LASSO selection and coefficient estimation could differ

411

depending on tuning parameters. Therefore, the analysis was repeated 1000 times for placebo and

412

nocebo responses, which secured stable results. In all analyses, we controlled for experimenter and

413

absolute calibrated temperature as covariates. All analyses were performed using R version 3.4.2

414

software.
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